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New Year New Dean
Charles E. Ehrens, Jr. became our Plains, N.Y. for the 'purpose 01
new Dean effective July 1, 1977. establishing the new law school in
His credentials previous to joining all its phases. Just before joining
us he was Visiting Scholar to
our faculty are impressive to say
the least. He won a Pulitzer Schol- Columbia Law School for the
particular purpose of working on
arship to Columbia College graduating in 1954. He received his a law casebook, The Law of EnJ.D. from Columbia Law School , viroment and Resources: Materiin 1956. He spent 1967-68 at the als, Cases, and Commentary. Dean
University of Pennsylvania on a Ehrens 1 specialty is a part of the
Reginald Heber-Smith Scholar- legal scene that is rapidly developing into one of major importance
ship. From 1956-58 he served in
and concern . He is an expert in
the armed forces and then worked
until 1967 in General Corporate the field of atomic energy and its
Practice for LeBoeuf, Lamb, anf effects on the environment and its
use of resources. Apart from his
Leiby in N.Y.C. After his year at
administrative duties Dean Ehrens
Pennsylvania he became Director
will teach Enviroment and Reof Curriculum for the National
Institute for Education in Law sources plus Legal Profession next
semester. This is the first time an
and Poverty, Northwestern Uni- enviromental law course has been
versity School of Law. From included in the curriculum. The
Dean appears to be very suppor1971-7 3 Dean Ehrens was Executive Director for the Special
tive of our current programs while
Committee on Electric Power and
keeping an open attitude on exthe Enviroment for The Associapansion of these programs and the
tion of the Bar of the City of New
instituting of new curriculum
York. From 1970-75 he was also experiences. He has had experiProfessor of Law; Associate Proence in our type of Clinic work
fessor of Law at the University of and considers it to be a very fine
Denver School of Law. He was
additional tool in the students'
learning process. He firmly bethen appointed Dean at the Pace
lieves it is a valuable social service
University School of Law in White

Tales of ABA/LSD
Chicago Convention
by Debra Luzietti
Last month, the SBA and
WLSA sponsored several students
at the ABA/LSD convention held
in Chicago, August 4-10.
During the convention,
the National Women's Caucus met
several times to discuss plans for
the coming year. Pat Lien of
Hamlien University chaired all the
meetings as the National Chairperson. Plans were made to improve communications between
Womens' Caucuses at law schools
across the nation. Also, each
ABA/LSD circuit governor is in
the process of appointing coordinators. These coordinators will
create a network of students
across the nation to form the
basic structure for the National
Ca.!.1cus. The 7th. Circuit's coordinator will be annouced at the
fall tound table in Indianapolis.
The National Women in Law conference to be held this spring in
Atlanta, Georgia is the site site
chosen for the Caucus' next
national meeting.
Lin Scharbach found a program
sponsored by the Criminal Law
Section of the ABA extremely
informative. In the program en~
titled "Victim Advocacy-Rape
Prevention" a seven member panel
discussed how several socialservice agencies in Kansas City,
Missouri have banded together to
share their expertise and deal
more effectively with the vi cti~
of their city's se;mal assaults. A
panel member · from the Kansas
City P.D. presented some remarkable statistics in which he concluded Hlat on a national scale of
every 100 rapes committed there
is only a 1.1% chance that an
assailant will ever be convicted
and have to pay for his crime. In
an effort to increase that percentage Kansas City has instituted
aprogram which includes a special
emergency room at the city's
hospital for rape victims where
the doctors are trained in taking
the necessary examinations for
evidentiary requirements at trial.
The Kansas City P.D. has a team
of officers that work with rape
victims, they too undergo specialized training to learn to recognize
and understand the psychological
reactions of a woman undergoing
such a trauma as rape. Also, Rape

tu ents,
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course ·offers would be valuable. the principles of its inception.
Students in Clinic often times Believing that the ethics of our
work on a case and hand it on to profession demand such a pronew students without seeing the gram the Dean is concerned with
case come to a decision. Such the possible r mifications of the
simulations as Trial Ad., Moot recent Backe reverse-discriminaCourt, and Mock Trial competi- tion casenow before the Supreme
tions speed up and condense the Court. He hopes the Court leaves
events from which students get the presently flexible and adjustpractical experience. Perhaps such able process of admissions up to
expansions as an inter-school the individual schools since the
Moot Court, Mock Trial competi- doors of our profession must
tion would expose more students remain open to any who seek to
to this kind of practical work. enter them. When asked about
Dean Ehrens stated that new stra- possible long range goals for the
tegy will be needed for the contin- future the Dean informed us th~
ued funding of the Clinic and that President of the University has
report of
he is looking into alternative fund- asked for a detailed
ing should Federal sources of the Law School's objectives and
money dry up. He has appointed development that can be present• Professor Martz to head an ex- ed to the Board of Trustees in
panded Clinic Com.mittee which October. In regards to this request
but that its prime function is
will overlap with a combined the Dean has asked for the active
educational; considering this type
participation of both students and
Faculty-Clinic Committee
to
of training in counseling is central
faculty in preparing this report.
examine
such
prob I ems and
to what a lawyer does. However,
S.B.A. President Jill Olsen, other
he does not think the kind of
possible
sources
of addiexperience the Clinic gives need be
tional Cline experience. The Dean students, and faculty have been
restricted just to the Clinic course.
was extremely enthusiastic about appointed to a committee to
He 'd like to see the experiment
our · Affirmative Action program, examine and make recommendaexpand to the entire curriculum.
stating that it was one of the most tions concerning the expansion of
faculty, curriculum, library staff.
active he had ever encountered
For example, more simulation
and he believed it truly lived up to
work such as the Trial Advocacy
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Crisis Centers and Hot Lines have
been set up around the city. With
luck, the success of Kansas City's
program will serve as a model for
other cities and towns across the
nation.
Another program entitled,
"The Great Debate" pitted Mary
C. Dunlap of Equal Rights Advocates, Inc. of San Francisco,
against Phyllis Schlafly, acknow 1edged leader of the STOP ERA
movement. An overflow crowd
attended the debate. The heated
discussion encouraged participation by the audience. In response
to questions from the audience
Ms. Schlafly stated that the Equal
Rights Amendment was not
necessary because "Women are
now free to choose any career
they want, there are no barriers."
And she furthur stated that the
ERA should not be ratified because ''the greatest injustice is the
equal treatment of unequals ." As
it is ridiculously easy to see her
shallow, naive position-furthur
comment on the debate is rendered unecessary.
Valpo students attended many
other programs which we con-,.
sidered interesting and education.al. I hope to see more of you in
New York, for the ABA's 100th
Anniversary next summer.
Finally, on behalf of the
Women Law Students' Association I'd like . . to welcome' the
members of the class of 1980 and
all those members of the law
school community who have
returned to V.U. Law School this
fall.

Congrats
Congratulations tb this year1s new
Law Review writers: Eric Lewis,
Richard Coffee, Bruce Van
Heukelen, Bob Clark, Fred
Dudderer, Mike Meyer, Deidre
"Dee" Bergmun, Jim Todd, Joe
Jaskoviak, Glenn Dobozz, Dan
Lane, Tom Macke, and Tom Reinhold.
.

Congratulations also to the new
Moot Court members: Dee Bergm un, Mike Meyer, and Mark
Raymer.
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library Security To Be Added
by Terry Kerley
from the lobby doors. The doors
Last year the const'ant comthat lead from the old library to
plaint heard in the halls was that
the new addition will be firewhen you wanted a certain book
~locked
as will the downstairs
in the library it'd be a cold day in
stack doors leading to the lounge
hell before you found it, provid - and law review offices. The door
ing that you ever did. Last year . in the back of the stack room
the library "lost" over fq_ur
leading to the downstairs offices
thousand dollars worth of books.
and new seminar room will also be
The money to replace those books
permanently locked. When the
came from our pockets. How
system is installed it will no longer
many times have you fumed bebe possible to go from the stack
cause you couldn't get hold of a
room to the lounge to get a cup of
hornbook to study for finals, or a
of coffee or whatever. You will
reporter that had a case important
have to go up the stairs in the
to you brief?
front of the stack room, through
the library lobby doors, and then
Well, there's a little help
downstairs. The back door of the
coming our way. Within a couple
building that takes in the traffic
of weeks a new Library security
system will be installed making
from the parking lot will still be
the Library a completely selfopen but it will not be possible to
contained unit accessible only
go up into the library. Everyone

will have to go through the lounge
and upstairs. It is hoped this will
cut out a great deal of the present
noise problem in the library itself.
The back door behind the reporters between the new and old
library will remain open.
If the firelocks are broken a
loud alarm will be sounded and an
immediate check will be made. If
library materials that have not
been properly checked -out are
found on a student it will be
considered an Honor Code violation and the proper disciplinary
measures will be instituted against
the student.
It's too bad it had to come to
this but missing books cost
money, and cause a great deal of
aggravation, so something had to
be done.

PJE- The Hidtkn Clinic
by Gail Hamm
PJ&E is an unknown, unfamiliar
abbreviation here at Weseman
H~ll. It is time to make students
aware of PJ and the valuable work
its people perform. Project Justice
and Equality is a private organization formed in1970 by a group of
lawyers, poor people, and poor
people's representatives. PJE is an
integral part of our Clinical Program with a focus on law reform.
The emphasis is on class action
issues rather than representation
of the individual client: PJE specifically handles suits involving
welfare and trustee relief, employment discrimination, prison and
jail conditions and the criminal
justice system. Most of t he litigation is filed in Federal Courts. PJE
operated on a volunteer basis
from 1970to 1974. At that time
funding from several Church organizations made it possible to hire
full-time staff. By 1975, PJE had
reached a cooperative agreement

with our law school. PJE provided
substantial funding for our Clinic
and a great deal of supervision for
the clinical students. In return,
the law school provided office
space and students to work on
Federal cases. That contract is still
in effect. Project Justice and
Equality's headquarters is Gary,
with an office in Porter County.
PJE also operates a welfare advocacy program to guide clients
through the bureaucracy. There
are three attorneys working with
us in PJE this year. Myrna Hart
joined PJE in 197 5 after receiving
her .T.D. from Valpo. Don Evans is
the most recent member of the
PJE staff. Don received his J .D.
from Valpo in 1974. He spent
tliree years with with Gary Legal
Aid before joining PJE in August.
Roselee Levinson is a part-time
staff attorney for p,JE. Ms. Levinson is the former professor for
Constitutional Law and will

again teach the course on Federal
Courts spring semester.

Attention
Readers Needed: To the Members
of the First Year Class. One cf
your classmates is named Jim
Ballard and Jim is blind. He needs
some help with one of your first
year courses, Criminal Law. He
doesn't have the new textbook for
Crim Law on tape. He'd appreciate it a great deal if some of you
could spare an hour or so a week
to read your work assignments
out loud to him . If you have the
time to spare and are willing to
help out1 talk to Jim
about setting up a time schedule
and meeting place, or sign up on
the sheet on the bulletin board
and we '11 make sure it g~s to Jim.
Any second or third year students
who have the time are welcnme
too.
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Out to Innch

by D. Tony Beach
Memo to front office and all
concerned; Orientation was a
It is appropriate at this time of the semester to look back on pleasure_ Incoming students were
what lza.s passes a11d so begin again . .. at the beginning. For told everything they wanted to
those first year t11deuts who lzave joined our group. know and more. From the 47
welcome! For the faculty and Dean we wish you a pro- restaurants Valparaiso has to offer
with the recommendation that
fe.·sional,a tive
each diner should be attempted
year. For the rest of us who are either in the midst or once (See the domino theory in
regurgitation) in order to apprecineari1zg tlze conclusion of fonnalized education, Clu~ers!!
ate their built-in variety; to the
movie theatres (read singular, t
Begiwzhzgs always lzave an optimistic tone. Stereotypes and
heatre,} and the many recreational
roles lzave not yet coHsztmed our routine lil'es. We do not
concerns throughout northyet dislike eaclz other or fear failure. We have not reached
western Indiana (as if we have the
the point of cynicism that unreasoned reality brings. The
time.) It was more than helpful to
year will bring turmoil. The new faculty members are yet be able to meet the 1st year
professors so they could be sized
zmknozvrz quantities. Their dedication to the law, to
up in advance from the long to
students mzd their loyalties to each other are yet undeter- the
short of it (Meyers to
mined. All these things will be shown to us. The new Dean
Potter.) Ah, yes, the pleasures of
desert'es our cautious respect--! hesitate to say faith. He
being a plebe_ For those entering
does, however, deserve a chance, an opportunity to reveal law school directly from undergrad, the difference in teaching
his tlzouglzts and goals about tlze future of this institution.
methods can be most disconcertH itlz the Dean, we shall wait and watch.
ing_ Others out of college for any
length of time have major adjustIn a recent
ments to make also_ Lack of
interview with Dean Ehren one phrase kept appearing and
direct supervision, less time to
reappearing in our conversation. That phrase was the "- spend with spouse or family, etc.,
institu tioHal process." T1ze Dean seemed to have a good deal
can change the pleasant lawof confidence in procedures and rules and accomplishirzg school tenure into a ratherforgotten-than fondly -rememberclzarzge through formalized, existing channels. Perhaps that
ed experience.
is Hot such a surprise. Part of our legal training is spent
What haven't the new stude-nts
trying to develop and utilize ccclzannels." Learning how to
been told (warned) about in orienr;se l clzmfnels . wit. hin this institution, .e.g. [:.q.Jrlmjttees, tation? The little ·things, seemJacu ty, ibrarzans, to meet our needs zs a di]jzcult ana ingly
unimportant to upperclassfrustrahzg task. The relevant issue it seems is this: What is people, become magnified out of
the value of learning to use and appreciate channels and proportion to the nervous, unprocedures? How important is accomplishi-ng something, or comfortable, bewildered new
often, nothing by relying upon tlze rules? What if those rules student_ For example: the water
in the vending area.
were completely replaced with new ideals? Perhaps there fountain
Upon opening the faucet with the
should be new policies or philosophies every few years.
light-colored, totally-innocentlooking plastic lever, one has the
There could be Hothing more reassuring to students than ability to shower the upperclassperson attempting to purchase his
discovering that Dean Elzren 's personal goals had students' daily shot of caffeine_ Definitely
interests and education at heart--his primary responsibility an unneededembarrassment! What
in bringing change here. Such is an unrealistic allusion. As could be worse? Unintentionally
Deall and dean, tlzis man has our interests in mind as running over the new Dean with
apatenzalistic part of the whole scheme of legal education at your new car? Perhaps.
A hypo_ Suppose only your
tlzis small, paroclzial law school. The paternalism may
person received the drenching?
frustrate us as we try to be independent, selfwilled practi- You the female plaintiff wearing a
tioners. By analogy, the juvenile
blouse that becomes too sheer for
often gets frustrated before the paternalistic judge at the further wearing. The male plaintiff
in a similiar occurrence merely
detention hearing. The frustration for the juvenile, and the soaks his trousers in a potentially
student, is that this symbolic person will
decide what is in humiliating area. Does either
plaintiffhave 11 case?
"the best interest of the child"
These two students are rapidly
regardless of what the child thinks. Our frustration, as well, learning what Karl Llewellyn
comes from realizing internally that we, in fact, are the states is "the law job." Thinking
most qualified, most aware, and most involved in decisions in a legal • manner-- which is our
regarding our best interests! Despite this knowledge, we are duty_
the little things do add up.
put through channels, and eventually enter the institutional (SoButmuch
for never ending a
process. Soon, like the juvenile, we are dependent upon the sentence with a preposition.) The
system to decide our pace, ·our subjects and the rules by horsemeat on a sesame seed bun
which we live. As students, we frequently get lost in the machine. Don't forget that the
system, the institutional process. Our interests become hot chocolate in your coffee is
infinitely less disasterous than
subordinated to the efficiency and internal consistency of chicken
soup.
the whole process.
Should comment even be heard
a bout the apparent temperate
We recognize the rules and c-hannels and zone variances within the school,
procedures of this institution as valuable toward ordering ranging from ARTIC in the new
and governing clzange. The fear is that rules and channels wing to TROPIC OF CANCER in
can somehow become selfserving and selfperpetuating. the classrooms? Probably not. Nor
should the tzetse flies that migrate
Channels exist then for the sake of the "institutional between the lounge arid the classprocess" itself When that occurs, no change is forthcoming rooms be mentioned either. (is the
and the goal is blurred. I trust that Dean Ehren's confidence last sentence an exception to the
either-or_ neither-nor rule?)
in the institutional process is made in good faith.
Besides fixing the water
I trust that fountain, the Courtroom doors
his goals for this law school include significant changes in need oiling. (This is totally
the way we educate students in the law. Student input is contrary to the well-oiled legal
'machinery notion.)
essential. The goal we can all agree upon, is developing system
It's hard enough to enter into a
competent and ethical lawyers.
class late and unnoticed without
your sneakiness being announced
Closed faculty meetings and publicly.
The door
brutal Socratic techniques are not an effective wayof con- problem shouldn't be forsaken in
vincing the student that it is for their ((best interest." We the library either_ A simple janihope that the attitude of the new Dean is not benevolent torial procedure will keep the
doors in a no-need- to presspaternalism. We hope he does not utilize the institutional button state which when compliprocess for the appearance of democracy. Students can be mented with rubber silencers on
finessed; they can be patient. But, in the end, students must the frame. Let's bring the "Silence
be appreciated as persons with a maturity and instinct is Golden" policy back home
necessary to learn their craft. We prefer the appreciation to where it belongs_ Admittedly all
these quirks give Valparaiso Law
be active, verbal, and positive.
School personality and character
that are often absent in more
May the institutional process sterile environs. We the students
not be used to head off resistance or divert pressure to should never forget the whole is
another area. That is sometimes good politics, but politics is only as good as the sum of the
parts_ So, 'sum' of you parts out
not our purpose.
~
there, get moving. Enjoy this
place while you can.

Preside it tial Corne£·
by Jill Olson
Greeting to the returning student
body and welcone to the newly
arrived first year class:
It's a brand new school year tfyt
has begun and we all have had a
week or so to re-establish friendships, make new acquaintances ,
sor out our classes and discard the
beloved routine of sleeping in for
the horror of making those 7 :45
and 8 :oora.Dl. classes ~s. It is time
now to tum our thoughts to those
of the academic nature-- and along
that line, to those things which
affect the law student in and out
of the classroom. Although the
bulletin boards and walls have
been covered with signs and I have
pounced on many of you as we
meet in these hallowed halls, I will
take this opportunity to reach
you through the medium of the
printed page and ask for your
participation on standing SBA
student committees and facultystudent committees.
These committees provide you
with the opportunity to say and
do something about what goes on
here at the law school, whether it
be what kind of speakers programs we have (professional activities committee) or what we do
for "after-hours entertainment"
(social) or what courses we take
(curriculum) or what compaints
we have (student grievances) or
how the library is run (library
committee). The SBA can and will
aid the student in developing his/
her ideas for a better law schoolbut it can only be asstr~mg as your
support. So, please sign up for a
committee today.
Convention notes: During the first
week of August, The American
Bar Association and the Law
Student Division held their annual
convention in Chicago. A number
of students from this law school
attended and enjoyed a variety of
programs ranging from the very
useful "How to Set Up a Law
Practice" by attorney Jay Foonberg to the instructional mock
trial demonstrating direct and
cross-examination by attorneys
F. Lee Bailey and Richard
Sprague. The convention also provided a number of programs relating directly to the process of legal
education. Among these was a
presentation by Dean James
White, Indiana University- on the
accredidation and self-study requirements imposed on alllaw
schools by the ABA. Currently
there are 164 fully accredited law
schools in the U.S. recognized by
the ABA. These schools are
periodically reinspected by teams
which are appointed by the ABA
and composed of Deans, professors,
j¥.dges and . practicing
lawyers.
These inspections take place every seven years
for an accredited school, every
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year for a provisionally accredited
law schooL The team come$ to the
Ia w school and begins its inspection of the physical facilities,
curriculum, etc., talks to the
students and receives the SelfStudy Report prepared by the
school itself. The team then drafts
a report based upon its observations which is sent to the Dean
of the school and the ABA
Accredidation Committee_ This
inspectio~ report is confidentialdisclosure of its contents to the
students is at the discretion of the
Dean. What this discourse on
accredidation and insoection procedures is leading to, is the
acknowledgment of a self-study
process which is being initiated
here in our law schooL Dean
Ehrens has asked the SBA to
draft a report covering what the
students see as goals for the future
of our schooL This report will be
submitted to President Huegli and
the Board of Trustees of the University and will possibly be part of
a self-study report submitted to
the ABA as part of the inspection
process which will take place
sometime in 1978. Currently a
committee composed of several
second and third year students are
working on preparing this report
which will be finished by September 21st. This report will
hopefully project what this law
school should accomplish in the
future in terms of such thing as
expansion, financial resources, admission criteria, etc. Again, I encourage your pa-rticipation in this
process-- we need your ideas and
your support. What this law
school becomes may every well
depend upon what kind of ideas
the students contribute_ The SelfStudy process itself will be an
on-going venture throughout the
school year_ Those students interested in participating in a committee capacity should see me. This
student committee may possibly
be in possibly be included as part
of the inspection process in 1978.
Finally: One of the most common
complaints by students is the inadequate or lack of communication between the administration
and students, the faculty and
students, and even the student
leaders and the student body. To
that end, I hope to somewhat
alleviate this problem by pennin~r
a few lines for each issue of fthe
Forum in order to tell you what
the SBA is doing. But in order to
have anything td write about, I
need to haer from you, either
directly or via your class representatives_ It is your interests we
represent. So I close with the
eternal plea that we need your
support and your ideas in order to
make the SBA a viable and well-functioning body in this law
school. Please join us_ Thanks, Jill
Olsen
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Election
Results

Murrain's

OFFICIAL FIRST YEAR
ELECTION RESULTS
Based upon the votes cast in last
week's SBA election,
SBA Reps from the 1st year
class for the year 1977-78 are:
Anna Frigyesi
Eugene A. Schoon
Nick Bazan
We congratulate them and wish
them a successful year_

Potpouri
by Wm. Murrain

It is not difficult, when involved in an endeavor such as the
...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___..study of law, to become oblivious

'WJBA

Do It In
The Kitchen

to the occurrences in the world
around us. I will attempt through
this column to share some
thoughts, hopefully provoking, on
these everyday occurrences.
We are now living at that the
time of the year, when our
schools open and the entire nation
becomes involved in the most
unbelievable, but eye-opening experiences. The experiences to
which I refer go under various
code names. Names such as
"Bussing", "Preserve Our Neighborhood Schools", or in the
famous words of the man from
Plains, Georgia, "Preserve the
Ethnic Purity of our Communities".
Before I go any further, allow
me to state that I am not a
Communist, a Democrat • or a
Republican. One thing I do know
is that I am not a supporter of
bussing to achieve either of its
stated aims; that is achieving intergrated and/or quality edu(ation.
Who sits beside one in a classroom
is of little consequence in predetermining or assuring the quality of education which will .occur
there!

Progrmn

Women Law Students'
Association of Valparaiso Law
School is sponsoring a program
entitled "Women in Law" This
program will be held Wednesday,
September 14, at 7:30p.m. in the
Courtroom of the law school.
There will be several speakers in
by Indiana Fats and Lucio us de Vine
various fields of the law to tell us
the advantages and disadvantages
of being a female attorney in their
show you how'. Take 1 lb. of
field. The speakers will include
hamburget.
Mix
it
well
with
salt
So, you're wondering why a
Dawn Wellman, a 1976 Valparaiso
food column in the Forum? Well, and pepper to taste and one small
graduate now practicing with the
we may not know all tha:t law onion, chopped. Thin this mixture
firm of Cohen and Thiros, a crimstudents do outside the confines with approximately 1 cup of 'inal defense firm; Ellen Podgor, a
of Wesemann Hall, but we do milk to speading consistency.
Deputy Prosecutor from Lake
know that they eat and may even Now, take one package of H.B.
County ; Delmarae Williams, an
occasionally entertain. We, In- rolls, ( 8 per package), and spread
attorney from East Chicago who
diana Fats and Lucious deVine. each half with mustard (hot dog
will speak on the area of Family
presume to instruct you in the type). Next, spread the meat mixLaw; Sally Nalbor, a general oracways of good food--deliciously, ture on bun, making sure you
tice attorney from Merrilville ,
nutritionally, simply and cheaply cover right to the edges. Place the
·and Judge Phyllis Senegal, the
prepared. So, stop eating junk open face sandwiches on a cookie
first female Judge to be appointed
foods! Learn to cook; it's creative, sheet and then under broiler
to Lake County Criminal Court.
it's therapeutic, it's fun. From this about 4 inches from heat. They
The program is open to the entire
moment on, you can rely on Fats should be done in 12-15 minutes.
Law School and a question and
and Lucious for nifty ideas and Watch closely the last few _minutes
answer session will be held afterrecipes to satisfy the Hungry Law so the edges don't get charred.
ward. This is the first in a series of
Student.
They're done when the meat is
programs to be sponsored by
Before we get down to the real brown and all traces of pink are
W.L.S.A. and they would like to
stuff, however, we need to estab- gone. Viola, 16 hamburgers!
·see all of the law school in attendlish some basic ground rules;
Along with either or both of
ance to help start the year off
1. This is NOT a woman's' these meat dishes, why not preright.
column: it is about food and how pare a big bowl of raw vegetables?
law students can learn to prepare :Qo this: without peeling, slice
into bit or finger size pieces the
as well as eat it.
2. The following will NOT be foll'Owing: 3 each medium
required : experience (or a capable zucchini and yellow squash;
spouse), sophisticated equipment, celery, carrots, 1 whole cauliflow(well, a duck press could come in er ,broken into flowerlets, 1 box
handy), exotic ingrediants, or a cherry tomatoes, l each red and
command of cooking jargon. We green bell peper, (seeded and cut
aim to keep this simple: y.our into strips), l medium onion, (red
basic smart will do.
or yellow), sliced and separated
3. The emphasis will be o~ into rings, l can black olives (be
natural, seasonal, available ingred- kind to your friends; buy them
iants. Processed or convenience pitted); 1 small jar pepperoncinis,
foods will be eschewed, unless
(well-drained). Place all of these
absolutely unavoidable. (Rule into a plastic bag, .(heavy type).
One: ·F resh is better).
Add l cup of Italian herb type
4. We are soliciting recipes and
dressing, (your own will be better
menu suggestions from studnets than store bought. Try 1/3 cup
and faculty, so send in your favorwine vinegar or lemon juice, 2/3
ites 5. We will not, repeat NOT,
cup oil, 1 tsp salt, fresh ground
publish any recipes that call for
pepper to taste, l tsp dry mustard,
marshmallows. Period.
l/8 tsp garlic powder, I tsp mixed
Now, in this beginning of the
salad herbs. Shake madly in screw
school year, there are some
top jar. Add salad dressing to
parties, right? Well, here are so:rile
vegetables. Gently agitate bag
recipes that have been tested by
until all is well-distributed. Keep
Fats, and Lucious in their kitchii1 refrigerator until ready to serve.
ens, on their friends, and on their
Empty gently into large bowl.
budgets.
Now, add 1/2 pound of fresh
INDIANA FATS ITALIAN
mushrooms, wiped clean, and slice
SAMWITCH
vertically. Sort of tuck them into
2 small cans tomato paste
the melange. Very nice. Very
4 small cans water
healthful.
Une more treat. How about a
1,4 tsp oregano
big bowl of different popcorn.
1 tsp sweet bail
Prepare as usual. If you must, buy
1 tbsp sil
already popped; but if you do, be
1 tbsp parsley, dried or fresh
sure you heat it before adding the
salt and pepper to taste
following: Melted butter, (well,
1 large chopped onion
margarine), sprinkle liberally with
2 packages Italian link sausage
freshly grated parmesan cheese
(3-4 to a pkg)
and a gentle dusting of garlic salt.
Place all ingredients, except
Do yourself and your budget a
sausage, in large pot and bring to
favor-don't buy parmesan cheese
simmer. In the meantime, try
pre-grated: it is not only tasteless
sa usages in frying pan until
but expensive. From the cheese
brown. When browned, drain well
department of your upermarket,
and add to sauce. Simme1;_ for two
buy a wedge of parmesan,
hours. To serve: use bake-ry hot
romano, or fontinella cheese. It
dog buns or other good crusty
may seem expensive, but it is not
rolls. Slice lengthwise and place as dear as the pre-grated. It will
sausage therein. Spoon some of keep indifinitely in the refrigerthe sauce on that. Don't use com- ator. Grate as much as you need;
mercial hot dog rolls: if you do, the rest will stay fresh. It is
you'll have a handful of sausage cheaper; it is the real thing; it is
and sauce and soggy bread.
no't that much more trouble.
Did you know that you can
Now that's elegant popcorn.
make 16 hamburgers from one
Have a nice party.
pound of hamburger? Let Lucious
Indiana Fats Lucious deVine
The

As a firm believer in community control of the institutions
which serve those communities I
see no merit in thewasteof limit~d
financial resources, which would
be necessary to support a bussing
program. I do believe in integrated
communities and institutions, but
not the integration which results
from such artificial devices as
utilizing and endangering our
children's ·lives as pawns in an
effort to solve adult-created and
perpetuated problems.
In order to assure that these
words of mine are not misconstrued, I am a firm believer in the
concept of "freedom of choice".
Until we truly integru.e our
communities, we will continue to
dissipate our energies and resources, fruitlessly chasing windmills.

National
Bank
The East Uncolnway Offke (nur
Campus) remains open e~h day,
except Saturday, until 5:00p.m.
for the convenience of Valparaiso
University students. On Satur~ay
the office is open ttntil 12 o'clock
noon.

VALPO

UQUORSfORE
1401 E. Lincolnway
462-8819
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Active New (&old) Facultj Join · S.t aff
Thomas Nelson
Professor Thomas Howard
relson has joined our faculty
from the University of Connecti·
cutt. He will teach Constitutional
Law and Securities Regulation
this semester.
Mr. Nelson is originally from the
state of Washington. He graduated
from the University of Washing·
ton in 1966 with a B.A. in History.
He completed his J.D. from Valparaiso in 197 3 and specialized in
Law and Economics at Yale, receivmg his M.A. in 197 4. He
taught Contracts and Administrative Law for three years at the
University of Connecticut : before
coming here.
tern. Potter explained that the
Australian legal system is con-

Nelson's professional experience has been largely gained
through administrative law fields.
He was a special consultant to the
1 Connecticut·
Attorney General
on several projects, including one
designed to extend cable television to rural parts of the state.
He also worked as a Hearing
Examiner, and as a mediator for
the Connecticutt State Board of
Education in contract disputes.
Professor Nelson has a deep personal commitment to Valparaiso
University. He admits openly that
he shares the basic educational
philosophy of the University--that
is, to educate students in the
fullest sense of the word, and
develop the individual talents
unique to each person.
He favors the Socratic method
of teaching despite its disadvantages. Professor Nelson says it "is
scary because it is so demanding".
Professor Nelson believes that a
tough, thorough preparation in
law school is the most effective
way to produce competent, analytical attorney .s
It is a laudable goal and we
welcome Professor Nelson and his
educational philosophy.

Charles Potter
Another new professor joining
us is Mr. Charles Potter. He is
replacing Mr. Bruce Berner as the
Criminal Law instructor as well as
teaching the course in Land
Acquisition. Second semester he
will also teach Criminal Procedure.
Mr. Potter received his Bachelor
of Science in Foreign Service from
Georgetown University. He served
five years in the military and
subsequently obtained his J.D.
from Valparaiso in 1973. He participated in the Clinic program
while a student here.
Before returning to Valparaiso
Potter worked on an American
Fellowship in Australia, studying
aborigines and their legal problems. His article concerning this
problem was published in the
Sidney Law Review. Potter stayed
in Australia for two and a half
more years, teaching law at the
University of New South Wales.
He decided to return to the
U.S. since he felt he was getting
out of touch with our legal sys-

siderably different from ours. The
young people go directly from
high school into the study of law.
After a five year study period, the
Last two of which are entirely
d~voted to law courses, they receive theirB:-A. and L.L.B .. If the
individual wishes to become . a
solicitor he takes a six month
practical course run by established
solicitors in such areas as divorce,
estates, and managing a law office.
Those electing to become barristers spend twelve months "at the
bar" under the tutelage of a senior
practioner. Barristers do not seek
cases and rarely meet their clients.
Their cases are referred to them
through solicitors who also brief
them on the cases.
With regards to our system, Mr.
Potter is a supporter of the discussion method of teaching,
balancing this with a law-applying
process in which current problems
are integrated with the course

m:rteri .

Gene Henning
Returning to Valparaiso after a
year's absence is Mr Gene Hennig.
Mr Hennig previously taught Legal
Problems, Insurance, and Domes·
tic Relations. This year he is once
more the Legal Problems coordinator /instructor, and is also
teaching Debtor/ Creditor, this
semester.
Hennig was born and raised in
Southern India where his parents
were missionaries. He was a Valpo
undergraduate in engineering and
received his J.D. from Valparaiso
School of Law in 1974.
Last year Mr. Hennig was clerk
to the Minnesota Supreme Court.
He felt he had an invaluable
opportunity to watch how certain
attitudes amongthe Justices develop
op and influence decisions . He
was impressed with the Justices'
genuine concern with arriving at
justice with our system of government. He saw first-hand their

human frustrations at trying to
combine sometimes abstract legal
concepts with very real problems.
Mr. Hennig does not forsee any
earth-shattering departures from
the way he previously taught the
Legal Problems course. Mr.
Hennig has a unique view of the
problems and rewards inherent in
this course since he has been
observing its development for six
years running. When he entered
the school and took the course
there were no T.As. One faculty
member was responsible for all
the lectures and grading. The
second year of the course was
taught by a co-alition of faculty
but there were still no T.As.
In 197 3 Rose Levinson was the
instuctor and that year saw the
pre~ent T.A. system set up. This
tremendously increased the
amount of personal attention each
student received. When Hennig

took over the course in 197 4-7 5 he
did not change the basic structure
of the course much. Previously,
however, the T.As. had had the
sole authority for grades which
naturally led to a wide disparity
between the grades of each group.
This effect was modified by having
the professor check the papers
and issue final grades with the
T.A's recommendations serving as
a preliminary guideline. Hennig
sees the course as merging two
objectives. It is most important
for the student to learn to write in
a legal fashion and to understand
how to use the library materials.
· fhe work is not easy but Hennig
enjoys teaching first year students
and believes that most students
feel a very definite sense of
accomplishment and self-pride
when the course is completed. Mr.
Hennig's office is downstairs in
the new office area which houses
the Clinic offices and the new
seminar room. He has a basic open
door policy for students requests
the Legal Problems students to
seek their T.As. for help first. If
they don't have the answer Mr.
Hennig is generally available every
day after 2:30 p.m. for the Legal
Problems students and anyone
else.

Richard Stith
Returning to Valparaiso
to resume his teaching position is
Mr. Richard Stith. Mr Stith gradu·
ated from Harvard and then s~~nt
a year in South America studying
law. He returned to the U.S. and
completed a degree in Political
Science. He went on to receive his
D. D. from Yale. In 197 3, he started teaching at Valparaiso.
This semester he is teaching
Jurisprudence, Seminar, and an
undergraduate course entitled
Law, Society, and Medicine. If
any Law students are interested in
participating in the undergraduate
course, see Mr. Stith.
Some of the.materials included in the undergrad course will be
Ivan Illich's Medical Nemesis,
which is a scathing attack on
industrialized medicine. Mr Stith
will be exploring such areas as
biomedical ethics, definition of
death, and organ transplants. The
class meets Tuesday-Thursday at
three to four-fifteen in Christ
College. Anyone interested in
seeing a syllabus of the course
should speak to Mr Stith.
Mr. Stith spent last year as the
Director of the Medical Ethics
program at the St. Louis University School of Medicine. He was a
consultant and researcher in such
areas as definition of death,
euthanasia, sterilization, and
population control. Mr. Stith
found the medical students to be
more conservative and less reflective than law students. They
worried about malpractice and
seemed interested in protecting
their privileged positions. Though
he was pleased about their con-

cern about the patient as a humal"l
being, Mr. Stith worries that a1"l
excess of such concern might lead
to the medical profession trying
to adjust the patient's personalitY
to their idea of what is healthy.
When teaching his courses, Mr.
Stith attempts to impart a sense
of the dignity of being a lawyer to

his students. He wants the students to recognize the power and
purpose of the law so they will be
able to resist our present social
engineering process that cares
only about immediately enjoyabl~
consequenses.
Mr. Stith has just finished an
article on the foundation of Medical Ethics that will be published in
the nationally-known law magazine, The Jurist.
Mr. Stith has an open-door
policy for students seeking help or
just wishing to talk. However,
Wednesday and Thursday are his
slightly less crowded days for students who wish to meet with him.

OPEN

24 HOURS EVERYDAY
BREAKFAST ANYTIME
2502 N.CALUMET,VALPARAISO
PHONE: 464-4661

FEA1U RING THE NEWEST
IN AMl5EMENTS
INBAIL FOOSBALL-VIDEO GAME
·AIR CONDITIONEDEXCLUSIVELY OWNED AND OPERATED
BY A UNIVERSITY STUDENT

Phm~e

(219) 462a848

SUN.· THURS. 3:00-11 :OOp.m. FRI. & SAT.til12p.m.

DOWNTOWN - 153 S. WASHINGTON
NEXT TO THE WAFFLE SHOP
CORNER OF MONROE & WASHINGTON

1209 N. CALUMET AVE.
(STATE RT. 49)
VALPARAISO, INDIANA 46383
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WLSA HoI~ F:trst Party
by Lin Scharbach
Equal numbers of first year men
and women attended a wine and
cheese party hosted by the
Women's Law Student Association, on Thursday, September
1st. The party was open to the
entire first year class, and presented one of the first social opportunities for members of the first
year class to get acquainted with
other first year students, as well as
upperclassmen. (and women)
WLSA President Debbie Luzietti
welcomed the first year students
and explained the purpose of

WLSA, ". . . to extol the basic
equality of the sexes, and to
present programs dealing with
aspects of law of particular interest to women. " The students
were reminded that membership
in WLSA is open to law students
of both sexes and that informa·
tion regarding future meetingsand
programs would be posted in the
law building in the near future.
After the short business portion
of the evening, the party continued with plenty of wine, cheese,
and good conversa~ion for all who
came.

NOBODY SPLITS A BANANA
LIKE DAIRY QUEEN:!
II

ONLY

s~~::cbus!

"The Chicken-Fish?"

90 ¢

T .M.
Mmmm! Start by splitting a whole, fresh banana, top
it with three (3) peaks of freezer-fresh Da1ry Queen, ladle
on ·pineapple, chocolate and strawberry topping plus
whipped topping and a cherry. The cherry's just to give you
a place to start eating!

YO-Yo?

does it really exist?

Dairq

-oueen

YES!...every Monday and Tuesday eveninq4- 9 PM enjoy
~~
your choice of golden fried
j~-~' ~
chicken or tasty fish ... or both!
\'
\

1

. ____:,,

·~

I

.

,ILC ---

~~
~

\ Lucky Steer

S2 98

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Chlcken/F•shDmne•

~~::,~e:"~h;~~:do~a,

•

' Restaurants

Special expires 9-21-77
~. . . . . ..--.-.East of Hwy.2 on U.S.30
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MARTIN BINDER JEWELER
DIAMONDS • WATCHES • JEWELRY

23 LINCOLNWAY
VALPARAISO, IND. 46383

PHONE 462-5931

*

.
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*
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*
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*
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NORTHERN INDIANA BANK

PHONE·:

and TRUST COMPANY

462-2151

by Wer.dy's International, Inc. All rights reserved.

ACTION! CAMERA! SPOTLIGHT!

*******************************
ORANGE BOWL RESTAURANT &
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
U.S. 30 & STATE RD. 49
Phone--462-5541

Phone 462-1482
Keg Beer--Wine
Liquor
1802 E. Linco1nway

OLD

FAS:HXO~ED

RAMBUBDERS®

FEATURING 100%PURE BEEF HAMBURGERS

256WAYS
COME IN SUNDAY AFTERNOON FOR PRO
FOOTBALL ON OUR GIANT 7 Ff. COLOR TV.

---•CUPCOUPON · - - - - - - · CUPCOUPON·-------~COUPON · - -. .

I

ENJOY A PIZZA OR SANDWICH

15~0FF ~ ~ ~ ~
~
~
N'•wat

---JI ~;~~;~~~:

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE 21 TO PICK UP
FOOD OR TO WATCH THE SUNDAY GAMES.

thiscoupon
entitles you
to 15¢ off
a thick. rich
Wendy's
Frosty.
Offer expir,~s

DON'T FORGET THE OLYMPIC RESTAURANT
ACROSS FROM TUBS

L

Each coupon

,.2/.,~.Qt~.]h.]

PRESENT COUPON W~EN OROERINC ,

I1

1
I
I
1
I
II

15~0FF

FRENCH FRIES
Now at Wendy's
Old Fashioned Hamburgers
this coupon
entitles you to 15¢ off
an order of French Fries.
Offer expires
Eoch

,2/.,~.Qi.P?,.J purchost

PRESENT COUPON W~EN OROERINC

I1

20~0FF
CHILI

II

1
I
I
1
1

Now at Wendy's
Old Fashioned Hamburgers
this coupon entitles you to
20¢ off Wendy's
rich, meaty Chili.
Offer expires

I
I
1
I
I

"

loch

cou~n/.qJ.Q,(.,j', 7.mhau

~.

•

PRESENT COUPON WHEN OROERING

----------------------------------·

Dave Myers'
Sport Shorts
by Dave Myers
Well, gang, here we are again,
back for another glorious year of
athletics in the friendly confines of
Valparaiso School of Law. Now,
having caused a couple of attacks
of apoplexy among the faculty
with that remark, it's time to get
down to bu iness.
Congratulations to the Hairy
Hand of Boisterous Bob Stochel
for thei taking of the Law School
Softball League Title last year
with a one run victory over the
faculty in the finals. Certain peerless prognosticators had picked
the furry paws, (See Hawkins v.
McGee) to finish three or four,
but Stock got the job done. Now
that I've mentioned that aged
piec~ of news and gotten the
Hands off my back (very poor
pun), I would also like to extend
congrats to a fine faculty team
which contributed much to both '
interest within the school, and
student-faculty relations which
had been strained somewhat last
spring. Such things are important
within the Law School Community.
Contrary to popular belief,
Chris Hunt is not attending Law
SChool on an athletic scholarship.
. Chris, fo'r all you first year types,
currently holds the ex-officio title
of Wese~an Hall (that's the Law
School) Athletic Director, and
softball league commissioner. He
is the gentleman with the receding
hairline who schedules most of
the events and acts as liason with
the University intra-mural office
while . masquerading as a thirdyear law student.

OPEN NOTE TO FIRST YEAR
STUDENTS: Ladies and gen Uemen, all work and no play makes
for very dull lawyers. It is a long
school year and mental equilibrium requires a small amount of.
time be spent away from the
books. If you are not into needlepoint, movies, East African Art,
(Good to be back, Prof. Hiller) or
big black awful cigars (See, Prof.
Gromley ), may I suggest sports of
one sort or another. Teams may
be organized by posting a blank
sheet of paper with the pertinent
information. When these rosters
are complete, turn them into
Chris, and he'll take it from there.
Sports include football, basketball, volleyball (the latter two for
men and women, ) and a co-ed
swim team, cross-country, table
tennis, and the Law School's own
softball league. It is a good way to
meet people, enjoy a little nonlegal competition and generally
have a good time.
Finally, during the course of
this year I will write this page and
use certain nick-names, and refer
to certain events which may or
may not be known to the student
body at-large. I make no promises
as to being a good journalist, and
indeed, I write this page only for
those who are interested in reading it. What I do promise is to
write, hopefully, for the enjoyment of the Law .School community, and to never put anything
of a vindictive nature in print
(although good taste might be in
trouble now and then).
Thanks for your time, this
time, till next time. DHM

Wesemann's Hall's second gridiron band will take the field under
the title of Bumper's Thumpers.
Under the astute tutelage of Jim
"Bumper" Hostetler and the wiley
wizard of Weseman, Jay Lauer,
the BTs will feature a strong
passing attack and a lack of depth.
At the QB slot, Jim is probably
the finest thrower in the law
school, and would rank near, if '
not at the top, within the university. For receivers he has as cocoarch and speedster, Lauer, Greg
Babcock, the school's first free
agent, and Dan Lane. These three,
along with Joe J., will also see
action in the defensive backfield,
giving the BTs an experiemced. of
somewhat thin, air defense.

A~·-rnE-~ C~SRA'TION ..

Football Season
by Dave Myers

As the autumn haze from Gary

begins to settle over the rolling
hills of Northern Indiana, adorned
in their colors of brown and gold,
the interests of the athletically
inclined turn toward the combat
of the gridiron, the sport · of the
violent seventies-football. To be
sure, law students also fall into
the grasp of the gridiron hysteria
and set aside the texts for a few
moments of collisions, fly patterns, down and outs etc., etc.,
etc ..
This year, Weseman Hall will
provide two squads for LM.
battles: defending Law School
and a B League Champs, BARD,
and a new conglomerate, composed of the remnants of last
year's Justice League of America
and the old Nolo :Contenderers.
Early reports would seem to
indicate that the Battlin' BARD,
under the leadership of Old
Chrome Dome, Chris Hunt, are
looking forward to another sterling season following their 5-l
mark of a year ago. Hunt has a
strong quarterbacking corps which
iflcludes himself, Joe "The Polish
Rifle" Simanski, and Pete "Maize
and Blue" Hessler. For receivers,
this trio will have the likes of Big
Geof Wiggins, last years' leading
receiver, "Slim" Jim Ralls, first
Johnston will fly to meet the
year student Eddy "Go Deep"
tourney founder and is favored by
Dierson, Rick Bolhouse,a veteran
four in that meetings. That victor picked up on waivers, "Sarge"
will meet the winnder of the Big Dawson, and if he isn[t throwing,
Bill Vogelsand-Duncan Wain- Simanski.
wright face-off.
Of special note is the increased
In the lower bracket Easy Eddy line depth which will allow Hunt
Grafton will be a ten point under- to plattoon his men in the pits.
dog to the number two-seed, Kent Providing protection for the
"The Racquet" Schnack, while offensive attack will be Scott
Steve Fischer will meet unknown "Bear" Byerly, Bad News Bob
(a sleeper?) Rich Cagen. Stay Stochel, center Butcher Lauber,
tuned to your local friendly neigh-· with non-lawyer Brian Cook spellborhood Forum for the results of ing any of the three. The defenthis, a another sterling Kenny sive wall
center around a
Anderson Production.
somewhat slimmer (Had to men- •
tion it somewhere) Dave "Old
Aches and Pains" Myers, Cook,
and Ernie "The Wrecker" Wruck.
Spelling this trio will be Paul
Stanko, or Jim Roehrdanz.

Racquetball
Tourney To Open
by Dave Myers
It is the privilege of this learned

journal to announce to the world
that the third Semi- Annual "I'll
Get a Trophy Yet" Ken Anderson
Racquetball Tournament has been
established and pairings, (set up
by guess who) are herewith set
forth.
Opening round action find
what should be a real thriller as
Boo-Boo Walden tangles with the
Pride of the Porter Co. Prosecutors, Denny Carlson, with Walden
being a slight two point favorite.
'lbe winner of that match will
meet either Dave "Goose" Geisler
or Greg Babcock, with "Goodse"
being a five point favorite under
the Anderson handicap system. (a
somewhat unreliable source)
Next down the line of brackets,
defeding champion "Dapper Dan"
Wehrenberg will meet Frankie
"Big D" Davila. The chances of
Frank winning that one are about
the same as those of Prof. Meyer
giving a 98 in contracts. Dan
should then meet either "Jolting
Joe" Simanski or Ray "The Rave"
Berger. In the next match, Ron

will

PHONE

462-5600

t

116 E. Lincolnway
Valparaiso, Ind.
PION~

NATIONAl.

Tfl"lE INSURANCE

s
LIQUOR
OKe.OK

~ COLDBEER

W~ES~~

. Phone 462-4188

PHONE US at 462-6211
2110 NORTH CALUMET
VALPARAISO, IND.

The BARD's biggest turnover, and perhaps improved area is
its defensive backfield which
picked off some fc;mrteen arials
last year . Returning are Hesslar
and Jeff Holmstrum, but missing
will be Mike Cook and Steve
Spencer. However, Hunt has
picked up former V. U. near-great
Steve Sproule and second year ace
Clifford Duggan, along with Kent
"Schnackered" Schnack.
If Coach Hunt has any problem
it appears to be in determining
who will make up his offensive
back-field. Currently, Schnack and
Bolhouse appear to have the
inside track, but the Hunter wants
to take a look at "Sarge" Dawson,
and/or Ernie Wruck before reaching any final decisions. Jack
Pardee should have such problems. Look for the BARD to roll
through their regular season
schedule and maybe even win a
play-off game or two.

In the offensive backfield, look
for Bumper to use either Mike
"Handy" Handlon (a fair QB in
his own right) or Keith Johnson,
while Kenny Anderson will also
be available for blocking back
duties.
In the line the Thumpers will
again have a fair front line, but
with little to back it up. John
"Snap" Lannying, will handle the
center chores flanked by either
Anderson, Mike Petkovich, Keith
Johnson, or Glenn Vician. Defensively, Vician and Petkovich will
hold down the ends with Johnson
in the middle. This alignment
raises the question of whether the
Thumpers can go through a full
contest without ·wearing down.
(Law students sometimes get a bit
out of shape).
Another problem which will
have to be overcome is a lack of
experience both individually in
some cases, and as.a unit.
If the BTs can gain the necessary experience with a couple of
early wins, they should have an
outstanding year. If not, then the
ability of a good QB and a couple
of speedsters to carry a squad will
be tested.

Soccer Team Short-footed
by Dave Myers
Yes, it is true! SOCCER is alive
and well at Weseman Hall. Well
alive, anyway, as soccer cocaptains, Scotty "Boo-Boo"
Walden and Stanley "The Ed"
Steck seek to rebuild the BARD
soccer squad following a lackluster 7 6 season. Unfortunately,
the coaching hierarchy lacks any
new talent as recruiting efforts in
the first year class have been
stymied. Therefore, S&S will have
to use familiar faces in most positions. Defensively, the BARD will
probablyhhave either John
Lanning or Butch"Hands" Lauber
in goal, although newcomer Joe
Simanski will also be given a shot.
Whoever does end up in the nets
should have prayers said for him
since the defensive back, with the
exception of Jefferey Holmstrom,
move with the same speed tha

Bruce Berner grades mid-term
exams. Among the lumbering and
lead- foot crowd are the aging
sports writer, Butch Lauber,
Jimmy Kramer, John Garber, and
Kent Schnack. This group may be
briefly described as porous.
BARD (like in Beyond a Reasonable Doubt) will field some decent
mid-fielders in Walden and nonlawyer Russ Kyle, while Steve
Sproule, Frank Davila, or John
"Where are You" Tasker could
also help out. In the forward line,
the likes of Big Bruce Van
Huekelen, Raymondo "The
Hatchet" Berger, Mr. Stek, and
Steve "Too Tall" Tuuk (better
known as Ray and the Calvin Connection) provide the offense that
will have to carry the BARD this
season UNLESS some first year
help shows up. Spaces are still
available! .

